Microsoft Azure Well Architected
Review: Two-Day Workshop

Gain insight into existing Azure environments and workloads and
get on the path to a well architected cloud environment.
Today, many organizations don’t have in-house access to deep cloud expertise when constructing their cloud platform.
If the platform and portfolio aren’t well architected, chances are that customers will face numerous challenges,
including cost overruns, configuration issues, performance loss and security risks.
The Rackspace Well Architected Review is derived from Microsoft’s Well Architected Framework. It’s used to
assess Microsoft® Azure® environments and workloads, and determine how they stack up against the five pillars of
architectural excellence: cost optimization, operational excellence, performance efficiency, reliability and security.
Your Well Architected Review will document current deficiencies and establish priority issues. This assessment
enables your organization to confidently build workloads aligned with best practices, gain actionable intelligence on
potential issues, and create a deeper understanding of where to focus your workload optimization efforts.

Workshop overview
The Well Architected Review workshop will provide foundational knowledge to help you gain a deeper understanding
of your current Azure environment and workloads.

Key benefits and activities
• An end-to-end review of existing application and architectural design to identify critical optimizations
• The identification of critical risks to the design and implementation of an application
• Delivery of prioritized and actionable recommendations to address all areas of concern and for cost optimization

Workshop timeline

Day one

Day two

• Define business requirements

• Review existing Azure deployments and
perform assessment

• Define technical requirements
• Identify necessary tooling

• Evaluate existing environment against Microsoft
five pillars of architectural excellence
• Provide guidance on improvements
• Review priority issues and build mitigation plan
for next steps

Deliverables
 Well Architected Review assessment and workshop
 Executive summary with prioritized recommendations
 Red/Amber/Green review of your environment with prioritized recommendations

Reserve your Microsoft Azure Well Architected Review today.
Call: 1-800-961-2888
Visit: www.rackspace.com
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